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BACKGROUND

One year on and the impacts of COVID-19 linger despite vaccinations, domestic marketing

initiatives and the promise of international travel bubbles. With no clear roadmap until

international borders reopen, many businesses across the inbound youth tourism industry are left

reeling with the end of Jobkeeper on March 28, 2021 in sight.

In response, BYTAP, Australia’s peak body representing the inbound youth tourism industry,

conducted a national survey to understand how the expiration of JobKeeper will impact the

inbound youth travel industry.

METHODOLOGY

The nation-wide survey focussed on understanding the financial and human resources impact of

COVID-19 and Jobkeeper on youth tourism businesses historically reliant on international visitors,

students and working holiday makers (18-30 yrs).

The survey was intended to gather qualitative and quantitative data on 3 areas of interest:

1. Operations. The economic impact of COVID-19 financially, and the ability for operators to adapt

from international to domestic markets;

2. Employment. Pre-COVID staffing compared to current staffing under Jobkeeper, and a forecast

on the impact on employment without Jobkeeper; and

3. Sentiment. Industry insights and general commentary to gauge sentiment and business

confidence beyond Jobkeeper.

The survey was distributed to industry by the BYTAP committee, state youth tourism industry

memberships organisations, such as Adventure Queensland, Adventure Tourism Victoria (ATV)

and the Backpacker Operators’ Association of NSW (BOA) and shared with industry social media

communities.
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NATIONAL KEY FINDINGS

215 respondents

91 QLD (42%), 56 NSW (26% ), 33 VIC (15%), 6 NT (3%), 2 WA, 1 NT, 23 who operate in multiple

States/Territories and 3 who are based overseas with AU inbound markets.

Operations
● 42% of operators have lost between 76-100% in turnover this financial year (FY21 to March

21), in comparison to the 36% loss last year (FY20).

● For the majority (76%) of operators, 80% or more of their business was reliant on

international youth markets pre-COVID. This includes 18% who relied solely on

internationals/inbound markets.

● Since COVID, half of the operators surveyed have been able to shift to domestic markets.

● The other half who have not been able to shift to domestic markets, over 50% advised

their business model or offering does not appeal to the domestic market (i.e. Australians

will do it themselves);

● 10% cite lack of staff as a key factor; and many claim the border closures and strict

domestic quarantine restrictions have stifled their domestic prospects.

Employment
● 40% of operators believe they will not be employing staff post JobKeeper (currently only

17% & 8% pre-COVID-19)

● 39% of Regional employers expect they will not employ staff after JobKeeper ends

(currently 19% are non-employing & 7% pre-COVID-19).

● 43% of Urban employers they will not employ staff after JobKeeper ends (currently 17%

are non-employing & 6% pre-COVID-19)

● 89% have relied on JobKeeper. Operators lament the reduction in hours imposed on staff,

despite being on JobKeeper, and ineligibility of employed Working Holiday Makers

(WHMs) on their teams.
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Sentiment
● 82% of surveyed participants stated that financial pressure and the lag until international

borders reopen (79%) are the key concerns for operators.

● 46% said retaining staff will be challenging after Jobkeeper ends.

● 36% are concerned domestic border closures will continue to hamper operations.

● 65% expect losses to continue in FY22, with 21% predicting they will be 76% -100% down.

● 20% believe their business won’t survive without a wage subsidy if JobKeeper ends, with

up to 63% uncertain of their future.

● For most (55%), it will take them up to 3 months to scale up once international borders

open. For 22% it will take over 6 months to return to pre-COVID operations.

“We are an Inbound Tour Operator based in Cairns. No Limit Adventures is a family owned business and

has been operating since 2009. We were purely focused on the International Inbound market (Europe, UK

and North America), with our core business being groups (30+ per year) doing extended programs (14-30

days) along with FIT packages and various conservation/ volunteering programs in FNQ. Prior to COVID

we were welcoming over 400 clients into Australia each year. Since March we have run a small handful of

half-day tours in Cairns (fewer than 30pax).    In spite of all attempts to pivot our business structure, we

have made a tiny fraction of turnover compared to where we were prior to borders being shut down.

Jobkeeper as well as the Government Grants have kept us afloat and allowed us to keep staff employed

and working limited hours. We are extremely grateful for this lifeline and support. Without any of this

support our business would have closed its doors by now.    As a tour business owner I am very anxious as

March is closing in on everyone quite quickly. With the announcement that the Jobkeeper subsidy will not

be extended I am writing this to simply share my concern as a business owner and Cairns resident. If

Jobkeeper (or another form of support) is not extended to businesses relying on International tourists post

March I have no doubt that many people will lose everything they have worked for. The thought of this is

deeply concerning. The lack of action will affect one of Queensland's key industries (tourism & hospitality),

particularly in a region like North QLD, which depends greatly on international visitors. Many people

involved in the industry are clinging on for dear life - in terms of their employment and business existence,

and stand to lose everything.” Konrad Borowiecki, No Limit Adventures Pty. Ltd.

“Certainty is required and a roadmap to reopening internationally . There should be no more domestic

border closures as this crushes customer confidence to book travel.” SilkeKerwick, YHA Australia, BYTAP

Committee.
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STATE KEY FINDINGS

Queensland

114 Respondents

91 based in QLD (80%) and 23 in Multiple AU State/Territories (20%) who have operations in QLD.

● 30% of QLD youth tourism operators have lost between 76% and 100% in turnover this

financial year (YTD FY21 to March 2021) as a continuation of FY20 losses for 29% .

However, QLD operators are more optimistic with their projections in FY22 compared to

other states.

● 34% have lost under 500K, 15% have lost between $500K-$1 million, and 13% have lost

between $2-$5 million since COVID-19 began.

● Over 85% of respondents confirmed over 70% of their business was reliant on

inbound/international markets pre-COVID-19.

● 44% have not shifted domestically, predominantly as their business model / offering

cannot be sold to the domestic market (e.g Australians will not do a 4WD tour, they will

hire or do it themselves).  QLD border closures for many QLD operators also hampered

efforts.

● 89% of operators have been reliant on Jobkeeper.

● 36% of QLD operators expect they will not be able to employ staff (compared to 16%

currently, and only 5% pre-COVID non-employing).

● With the end of Jobkeeper, most QLD operators are either worried about the lag until

international borders open (76%) or financial pressure (87%) (fixed costs, payroll, lack of

revenue).

● 87% of QLD businesses are uncertain about their future without a wage subsidy post

Jobkeeper, with only 13% expecting their business to survive.

“Without significant support you will see many small to medium businesses go under. The current financial

pressure makes for general day to day life to be extremely difficult.” Josh Wilde, Prosail

“Job Keeper has given us a lot of security to maintain staff keep them working and skilled - If boarders

remain open and people are confident to travel interstate then I think we will be ok - but if state borders

close again for an extended period - without job keeper to back up wages - revenue may slip to below

maintaining our current staff”. Vivienne Golding, Kanu Kapers Australia
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New South Wales

80 respondents

57 based in NSW (71%) and 23 in Multiple AU State/Territories (29%) who have operations in NSW.

Key findings:

● Half of youth tourism operators in NSW have lost between 76% and 100% in turnover this

financial year (TTD FY21 to March 2021) compared to 35% in FY20.

● 18% have lost between $2-$5 million since COVID-19 began.

● Over 93% of respondents confirmed over 70% of their business was reliant on

inbound/international markets pre-COVID-19.

● Nearly 60% have not shifted domestically, predominantly as their business model /

offering cannot be sold to the domestic market. Border closures also hampered efforts

● 93% of NSW operators have been reliant on Jobkeeper.

● 36% of NSW operators expect they will not be able to employ staff (compared to 16%

currently, and only 9% pre-COVID non-employing).

● With the end of Jobkeeper, most NSW operators are either worried about the lag until

international borders open (86%) or financial pressure (83%) (fixed costs, payroll, lack of

revenue).

● 75% of NSW businesses are uncertain about their future without a wage subsidy post

Jobkeeper, with only 25% expecting their business to survive.

“A broader range of companies need to be considered. Our business depends 100% on WHV to operate.

Families need au pairs to be able to work, many of our host families are essential workers and work shifts

so no other childcare is not an alternative and Australian nannies are short in supply and very expensive.”

Nicole Ko�in, Smart Au Pairs Educational Exchange

“Travel product needs support travel agents less so, travel agents were challenged before CoVID and will

be challenged post CoVID. Without product what do agents sell. Most agents send Aussies and their

dollars overseas. Aussie tourism assets are vital to the economy. There is little mention of any family

owned tourism assets in any conversations. The current package is a Qantas support package not a

tourism support package. A targeted audited jobkeeper specifically for Aussie Tourism Assets seems to be

relatively cheap and simply a no-brainer.” Peter Burke, Travellers Autobarn
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Appendix 1: National Results

NATIONAL PROFILE
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NATIONAL PROFILE
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NATIONAL OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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NATIONAL OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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NATIONAL OPERATIONAL IMPACT

Note: Nil responses for 0% - <10% range.
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NATIONAL OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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NATIONAL OPERATIONAL IMPACT

Other responses:

● Domestic market crippled by border closures / strict quarantine border restrictions /We tried but

state borders meant it was impossible (6)

● Domestic customers like to DIY / few australians want to pay for a 4WD tour, most want to hire a

car and do it themselves / Domestic market has their own vehicles and interstate market has no

confidence with border closures (3)

● Uptake by domestic market on our product is low they do not understand our product / Working

100% domestic but demand is a lot lower than dom & international / we have shifted, but its

nothing like we need / There isn’t the uptake for dorm style accommodation for the majority of

domestic (4)

● Accommodation yes we've been able to pivot to a certain extent but not at all in the tour

businesses

● We are in the process of redeveloping/rebranding for the domestic market

● Companies cut back on marketing / Operators lack of money to spend on marketing (2)

● We stayed closed until the new tourist season starts in April

● Language issues
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NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT
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NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT
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NATIONAL SENTIMENT
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NATIONAL SENTIMENT
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Appendix 2: State Results

QLD Results

QLD PROFILE
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QLD PROFILE
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QLD OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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QLD OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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QLD OPERATIONAL IMPACT

Note: Nil responses for 0% - <10% range.
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QLD OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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QLD OPERATIONAL IMPACT

Other responses:

● Domestic market impacted by border closures / strict quarantine border restrictions (2)

● Domestic customers like to DIY / few australians want to pay for a 4WD tour, most want to hire a

car and do it themselves (2)

● Uptake by domestic market on our product is low they do not understand our product

● Accommodation yes we've been able to pivot to a certain extent but not at all in the tour

businesses
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QLD EMPLOYMENT IMPACT
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QLD EMPLOYMENT IMPACT
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QLD SENTIMENT
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QLD SENTIMENT
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NSW Results

NSW PROFILE

Other responses:

● Accommodation, tours, travel shops, employment service
● Technology provider / booking technology (2)
● Travel consultant/agency (3)
● Insurance
● Au Pair agency, cultural exchange program (2)
● Employment service (2)
● Tours and experiences (2)
● Tour guides, contract tour guide, driver guide (5)
● Wholesaler / connectivity provider
● Tourism marketing (2)
● Accommodation, experiences, ITO
● Media
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NSW PROFILE
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NSW OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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NSW OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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NSW OPERATIONAL IMPACT

Note: Nil responses for 0% - <20% range.
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NSW OPERATIONAL IMPACT
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NSW OPERATIONAL IMPACT

Other responses:

● Domestic market impacted by border closures / strict quarantine border restrictions (3)

● Redeveloping brand for domestic market

● Companies cut back on marketing
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NSW EMPLOYMENT IMPACT
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NSW EMPLOYMENT IMPACT
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NSW SENTIMENT
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Appendix 3: Youth Tourism Operator Comments
Location Comment Company

International Cheap flights will only help domestic businesses in regional areas that are already doing
fine. It does nothing for hostels in particular in the cities

Multiple AU
States/Territories

Australias $45 billion dollar export tourism industry is worth saving. Without further
support, this industry will fall over and you'll ultimately be doing Australians a massive
disservice.  $45 Billion export dollars p.a. are essential for the long term prosperity of
the Australian economy. It's in the nations best interest. DBAC.

Get Lost Travel
Group

Multiple AU
States/Territories

Our industry, and especially travel agents in our industry, have been hit incredibly hard
by Intl border closures and cannot pivot to target the domestic market, as they have
completely different purchasing patterns than international travellers - i.e. they book
direct. Jobkeeper was a lifeline. Without it we're in big trouble.

Hero

Multiple AU
States/Territories

keep a form of job Keeper going - maybe you need to be 50% down, independent audit
something to give us a light to keep us going in the industry!

Australian
Wildlife
Adventures Pty
Ltd

Multiple AU
States/Territories

Travel product needs support travel agents less so, travel agents were challenged
before CoVID and will be challenged post CoVID. Without product what do agents sell.
Most agents send Aussies and their dollars overseas. Aussie tourism assets are vital to
the economy. There is little mention of any family owned tourism assets in any
conversations. The current package is a Qantas support package not a tourism support
package. A targeted audited jobkeeper specifically for Aussie Tourism Assets seems to
be relatively cheap and simply a no-brainer. Why is that so hard to understand and
implement.

Travellers
Autobarn
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Multiple AU
States/Territories

Were based in Perth. WA shut its borders... Wrote to McGowan and was told that their
(poorly allocated - not sufficient weighting to business reliant on international tourism)
tourism business survival grant was exhausted and suggested to ask the federal
government for further help. Perth has been completely left out of the scheme in any
case. So I feel like we've had little help at all, all throughout, aside from the JobKeeper
which we are grateful for but it's like all support has been withdrawn and we are facing
an even tougher winter ahead...

Myozexp Pty ltd

Multiple AU
States/Territories

Certainty is required and a roadmap to reopening internationally . There should be no
more domestic border closures as this crushes customer confidence to book travel

YHA Australia

NSW They appear to help the big guys like Qantas and Virgin. The little guys are again
forgotten. Shame on the Morrison Government.

NSW giving half priced domestic airfares isn't going to help any activity provider with a mainly international target
market and domestic tourism will never be able to take up the space left by international tourists who would
be travelling around all year rather than mainly in school holidays

NSW While waiting for International  markets to be re established, domestic  travelers need
confidence to  start traveling again.

Byron Easy Bus

NSW It will be hard to start if we lose our key people. Loka Pty Ltd

NSW We are looking at a bleak year or two until international travel reopens. We will be
hanging in there by shedding staff. So a continued job keeper would have been very
beneficial.

NSW A broader range of companies need to be considered. Our business depends 100% on
WHV to operate. Families need au pairs to be able to work, many of our host families
are essential workers and work shifts so no other childcare is not an alternative and
Australian nannies are short in supply and very expensive.

Smart Au Pairs
Educational
Exchange
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NSW Treating businesses as Regional and Urban is not a Viable method of deciding support.
Pockets of industry have not only survived but done well in the absence of international
travel choices. There has to be a consideration of loss of business based on the past
performance so that a justifiable outcome can be expected for businesses that are
suffering the most without giving the short end of the stick to others that might have
fared better.

NSW The industry is going to lose knowledgeable, talented people Ann Aston
Assignments

NSW As a small business operator we are forced to redevelop for the domestic market e.g.
rebrand, reduce bed numbers, reconfigure rooms etc. In the future, when Youth travel
picks up again there will indeed be a need for another reconfigure/restructure, the
domestic market does not have the volume that our previous market did, so there is a
fear in moving forward now, but clearly a necessity.

Melaleuca
Australian
Backpackers

NSW We need financial help to survive until overseas borders open up.  The whole of the
accommodation business need help. Our staff will be unemployed and we feel for their
families.   What did they do to deserve this? The Government shut us down and they
should carry the responsibility or are we the sacrificial lamb.  Helping the big companies
(Qantas & Virgin) is not helping the little guys that need it most. Shame on them!!

Blue Parrot
backpackers

NSW Thanks for job keeper Surf Camp
Australia

NSW The JobKeepers aim was so companies suffering from the effects of covid/border closures could retain staff,
it doesn’t make sense to end the subsidy 6 months before the borders are likely to open. Inbound tourism
companies are still in the same position they were 6 months ago.

NSW NSW Dine & Discover program - the only way people can search is by postcode/suburb
which is linked to your registered address, and as tour operator, my registered address
is not where I run tours. Meanwhile the City of Sydney has started offering free walking
tours, thus devaluing the entire walking tour sector.

AussieYou Tours
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NSW Address the insurance issues and help val payouts a la NZ

NSW Small tour operators simply won't survive without Jobkeeper. All that will be left will be
big business that have funds. Qantas doesn't need help, we do.

Kangarrific Tours

QLD Job Keeper has given us a lot of security to maintain staff keep them working and skilled
- If boarders remain open and people are confident to travel interstate then I think we
will be ok - but if state borders close again for an extended period - without job keeper
to back up wages - revenue may slip to below maintaining our current staff

Kanu Kapers
Australia

QLD WE HAVE VERY EXPERIENCED STAFF (DRIVERS, GUIDES & TRUCK MECHANICS) THAT
ARE MULTI SKILLED WHICH IS NOT EASY TO FIND IN OUR LINE OF SPECIALISED 4WD
OFF-ROAD TOURS

Fraser Island
Adventure Tours

QLD Get the borders open to backpackers

QLD Stop giving support to million dollar companies that spend it on themselves Cairns
Canyoning

QLD We can't survive with no revenue I can't pay my mortgage or cover living expenses on
jobseeker because I won't get rent assistance.

QLD We need international borders open and the stop start lock down process to stop Billy Lucas

QLD Without significant support you will see many small to medium business go under. The
current financial pressure makes for general day to day life to be extremely difficult.

Prosail

QLD Our drop in revenue is just as bad now as it was when Jobkeeper commenced so I can
understand why it doesn't keep going if we are still just as effected.  At least under
international borders are opened and domestic travel confidence returns when internal
borders stop closing.

Trinity Software
Australia T/A
Respax
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QLD Over the last 12 months the number of Backpackers/ WHV and students have slowly
shrunk. We have survived well todate because of Federal Government Assistance. BUT
as the numbers dwindle and travelers leave the country we cant survive or plan to
survive without knowing the PLAN to how and when International travellers will be
allowed to return to Australia.   Of course there is no guarantees but if the Government
doesn't have a plan we can't plan to maintain our business.

Somewhere To
Stay

QLD Young people are not high risk of getting seriously ill. Protect the vulnerable and allow
the rest to carry on.

QLD Cairns Economy is unique in that:  It is so dependent on Tourism.  Our rate of jobkeeper and Jobseeker is so
high.  Number of Jobs have been effected by Covid moreso than other regions.  Cairns is so far from major
cities so has been more impacted by Covid and border closures.  It is unique, the gateway to the Great
Barrier Reef and as such a key component of Australia's Tourism offering.  It is imperative that the core
tourism businesses (infrastructure) gets to the other side in tact.  As such Cairns warrants individual attention
and measures.

QLD What are they going to do when all us long term tourism operators are gone from
business and industry.. moved to other countries, industries???

Aquarius Gold
Coast

QLD We are hopeful our business will survive until international travel returns but it will drain
our savings from being a successful business which was for our retirement. Very soon
we will have an occupancy too low to keep employing staff or even staying open may
not be worthwhile.

Noosa
Flashpackers

QLD we need to make sure there are no more domestic border closures, vaccine rates need
to increase in line with competitor countries, inbound needs to resume asap, we need to
learn to 'live with covid' and deal with minor transmission as we do with other viruses.

Ochre restaurant
and catering
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QLD Just that our Governments seem to have accepted that our businesses are going to be
some kind of inevitable Covid collateral damage. They appear to be prepared to
sacrifice us, our employees and our families like we're a small price to pay in the big
scheme of things. Over a decade of unbelievably hard work and risk, then 12 months of
even harder work, risk and debt in the name of getting to the other side, only to have
the goal posts moved and life blood cut off..........but it's ok because they're going to sell
us plasma to stay alive while we're in a coma.

Nomads Noosa
Pty Ltd & Orange
Adventures
Australia Pty Ltd

QLD Tourism is the back bone of Magnetic island a decline in visitors not only affected
tourism operators but the whole economy of Magnetic island

QLD This isn't a comment to government but rather a clarification on a previous question
where there was nowhere else to put this info....while we have retained staff we have
drastically reduced their hours.  All our staff were working 38 hours a week pre-Covid,
they are now working 14 to 15 hours.  As they are international backpackers, they don't
qualify for JobKeeper and this was the only option we could find.  It means my husband
and I (who are both in our 60's) are working 7 days a week to complete the other work
required.

Backpackers By
The Bay

QLD A targeted find for tourism businesses reliant on international business is essential.
Regional destinations need to be included in all new tourism based promotions. We do
not have the large population numbers in our drive radius to support us year round.

Bungalow Bay

QLD Our main market is International tourists. Domestic tourism will never replace the dollars
that international tourism brings. We should either open international borders or
continue support. Giving us neither of these things is hanging us out to dry.

QLD So far all the measures put in place have been completely inadequate.

QLD Our market is reliant on international independent travelers, backpackers.  The domestic
market does not replicate this demand.
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QLD Keep the jobKeeper payment going for a little while longer. After all, we are the working
economy and should be looked after properly. Without us, there is no bloody economy!
People, that are unemployed are looked after better than the working class? Go figure!

Hostel Reef Trips
Pty Ltd

QLD We are an Inbound Tour Operator based in Cairns. No Limit Adventures is a family
owned business and has been operating since 2009. We were purely focused on the
International Inbound market (Europe, UK and North America), with our core business
being groups (30+ per year) doing extended programs (14-30 days) along with FIT
packages and various conservation/ volunteering programs in FNQ. Prior to COVID we
were welcoming over 400 clients into Australia each year. Since March we have run a
small handful of half-day tours in Cairns (fewer than 30pax).    In spite of all attempts to
pivot our business structure, we have made a tiny fraction of turnover compared to
where we were prior to borders being shut down. Jobkeeper as well as the Government
Grants have kept us afloat and allowed us to keep staff employed and working limited
hours. We are extremely grateful for this lifeline and support. Without any of this support
our business would have closed its doors by now. As a tour business owner I am very
anxious as March is closing in on everyone quite quickly. With the announcement that
the Jobkeeper subsidy will not be extended I am writing this to simply share my concern
as a business owner and Cairns resident. If Jobkeeper (or another form of support) is not
extended to businesses relying on International tourists post March I have no doubt that
many people will lose everything they have worked for. The thought of this is deeply
concerning. The lack of action will affect one of Queensland's key industries (tourism &
hospitality), particularly in a region like North QLD, which depends greatly on
international visitors. Many people involved in the industry are clinging on for dear life -
in terms of their employment and business existence, and stand to lose everything.

No Limit
Adventures Pty.
Ltd.

QLD The youth overnight boat industry will be decimated if proper Government support is not
provided. For so many years we extracted money from foreign tourists to pay taxes and
they left their money in Australia. This industry should not be closed down. Some parts
will be lost forever
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QLD If you let in the backpackers we would not need JobKeeper. Ours are all happy to do
quarantine (on the farm) first.

Australian
Working
Adventures /
Visitoz

QLD Removing the support without a change in the circumstances renders the great work done by jobkeeper all
but pointless for a lot of our industry. The only way to protect the value of the support already given and
ensure there is a skilled workforce to cater to international and domestic tourism is to continue the support.

VIC Tour Operators are reliant on international travellers. Jobkeeper is critical until
international borders reopen.

VIC Just some sort of road map would be great! Teepee Tours

VIC An extension of Job Keeper is urgently needed. Most industries are bouncing back but
without borders reopening tourism needs more support.

Hike & Seek

VIC Covid was not our fault,why did they give large one off grants to travel agents when we
received very little

The Mahony
Group

VIC From the point of view of my business, it's important to plan ahead and be prepared for the years ahead. I'd
like to know what targets the Gov have to re-open international borders. What will the re-opening look like?
How many countries should expect to be able to have travel partnerships with? Will there be priority groups
(Working Holiday Visa, Tourist Visa, Student Visa)? Will there be pilot schemes rolled-out and tested? Will
travel be dependent on vaccination? Will borders remain closed until X% of Australians are vaccinated?

VIC Extend Commercial rental relief please Landing pads
accommodation

VIC Small business needs resources to have a chance of surviving. Without revenue we cant
employee staff and without staff we cannot continue to adapt to post covid recovery

Discover
Melbourne
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VIC I think there is a complete lack of knowledge in Government about backpacker style
accommodation. Nothing convinces me anyone from councils, to development
authorities, to state and federal governments is aware of the existence of this niche
accommodation sector and the revenue they ring to regional towns. There is no
understanding of the role they play is helping match workers to work for smaller
employers who cannot access the broad big picture ideas government dreams up
without consultation.

Working Hostels
Mildura

VIC It's clear the government knows International Tourism and businesses that are reliant on
it is not in the national interest at the moment. With the popularity of state governments
shutting borders at will (with landslide election wins), there's is no surprise governments
are making sure by keeping tens of thousands of airline staff employed and targeting
regional areas that will sustain domestic tourism numbers is there priority.     It's likely
they will let ITO/Wholesalers/Tour companies  businesses fend for themselves as by
giving support to them now seems like dead money wasted? It's evident after last
Thursdays announcement it will be a lot longer before any form of international borders
opening becomes a reality and when it does open, it will be a slow process and a lot of
competition in attracting the few who initially comes? The world are moving forward to
open up in the next few months and live/manage this pandemic and we'll be left behind
and forgotten for a few years from the big markets! Mark my words once bubbles open
with NZ, South Pacific, Singapore  There will be challenging times for the domestic side
as well, as Australians will be flocking to these countries with very few coming here.  I
just hope the government listens to the industry and perhaps offers 50% vouchers to the
tour operators across this country and bring back confidence in this sector to ride this
out until international borders open fully!

Leisure &
Tourism Solutions
P/L

VIC Only one jobkeeper for 2 people was a kick in the groin. Working for home studio
means more rent but not qualifying for support. Only some uptake despite huge pivot
away from int markets and again we're being left behind as a tourism centric business.
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VIC As a small operator it was so disheartening to hear the announcement of the Tourism'
package that I believed would have assisted in the survival of many operators who
deliver truly unique Australian experiences. Assistance until international travel resumes.
I do understand the importance of aviation and the connections it makes between cities
and regional areas. However, what happens when they arrive? The survival of small
independent businesses that create those memorable moments is paramount. If these
businesses are unable to survive, when the international borders open what offerings
will we have?

Explore Australia

VIC Love what you're doing. Only people that are benefiting at the moment are Qantas. Victorian Bus
Charters

VIC People in the tourism industry are experts in their field, not just numbers or bodies that can be easily
replaced. They are a skilled workforce and retaining them should be of utmost importance because
otherwise when international borders open we will have a decimated industry.

VIC Wages and rent support will still be needed once the international borders reopen,
what's their plan to get international backpackers back?half price flight/free visas for
everyone who have completed their 3rd WHF so they can continue to travel in Australia/
$10 WHF visa for everyone who left due to COVID-19 regardless if they have over 31yr.

The Mansion
Melbourne

WA Without extended job keeper I think most tourism operators and staff will look to retrain.
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ABOUT BYTAP

In 2001, The Australian Tourism Export Council (ATEC) established the Backpacker Tourism

Advisory Panel “BTAP”, later becoming BYTAP with the inclusion of ‘youth’. The panel is the peak

national representative body for the Australian inbound backpacker and youth adventure tourism

industry with representation from industry in addition to state backpacker associations, such as

Adventure Queensland, Adventure Tourism Victoria (ATV) and the Backpacker Operators’

Association of NSW (BOA). BYTAP works closely with Tourism Australia and various national, state

and regional tourism peak bodies to elevate the profile of youth tourism.

The role of BYTAP is to:

● Act as the critical link between the backpacker and youth adventure industry, the states

and territories and federal government in the interpretation of segment-specific issues;

● Represent the interests of the backpacker segment to other industry organisations,

government and the community on a national level;

● Facilitate an active and effective policy forum where key industry stakeholders present

issues for development and action;

● Raise the profile of the backpacker and youth adventure tourism sector;

● Lead the way in the on-going development of growth strategies to maximise the

contribution of the backpacker and youth adventure market to Australia.

Contacts

Wendi Aylward (BYTAP) Brendan McKenna (BYTAP)

Phone: 0402 283 783 Phone: 0400 887 117

Email: waylward@aifs.com.au Email: brendan.mckenna@jucyworld.com

www.bytap.org
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